USE OF SCULPTURE IMAGES – WWU’s OUTDOOR SCULPTURE COLLECTION

Western owns the sculptures on campus but does not own the copyright for the sculptures or for any photos of the sculptures. Special permission must be obtained for images of other sculptures.

Western has been granted permission by some of the artists in the Western Outdoor Sculpture Collection (see list below) to use unaltered images, including details, of their sculptures with proper credit (copyright symbol, name of artist, name of work and date) for general publicity materials for the university, i.e. in-house publications promoting or communicating information about the university, such as in books, magazines, newspapers, flyers, announcement cards and websites (examples: Admissions Viewbook, Viking Tips, and Parent Handbook, Guide to Univ. Residences, University Foundation and Alumni Publications, Academic Departments, and University General Bulletins). Images may not be used as logos or on commercial items, such as parking passes, T-shirts, coffee mugs, postcards, etc. Also excluded are standard book and art catalogue format.

The following artists’ images may be used with proper credit: (a) name of the artist preceded by copyright sign; (b) name of work with date; (c) name of photographer (d) the source of funding may be eliminated because of space allowance, unless the sculpture is a gift. All of this information is readily available on the WesternGallery.wwu.edu and in the gallery’s printed brochure.

© Fred Bassetti, Alphabet Cube, 1972. Photo by ...
© Richard Beyer, The Man Who Used to Hunt Cougars for Bounty, 1972. Photo by ...
© Anthony Caro, India, 1976. Photo by ...
© James Fitzgerald, Rain Forest, 1960, photo by ...
© Lloyd Hamrol, Log Ramps, 1974. Photo by ...
© David Ireland, Bigger Big Chair, 2004-2007. Photo by ...
© John Keppelman, Garapata, 1978. Photo by ...
© Robert Maki, Curve/Diagonal, 1976-1979. Photo by ...
© Tom Otterness, Feats of Strength, 1999. Photo by ...
© Beverly Pepper, Normano Wedge, 1980. Photo by ...
© Beverly Pepper, Normano Column, 1979-1980. Photo by ...
© Ulrich Rückriem, Untitled, 1989. Photo by ...
© Richard Serra, Wright’s Triangle, 1979-1980. Photo by ...
© Mark di Suvero, For Handel, 1975. Photo by ...
© Steve Tibbets, Scepter, 1966. Photo by ...
© George Trakas, Bay View Station, 1987. Photo by ...
© Norman Warsinske, Totem, 1962. Photo by ...
© Mia Westerlund Roosen, Flank II, 1978. Photo by ...

Specific permission is needed for the use photographs of work by the following artists in any type of publication or for an image on the web:
Magdalena Abakanowicz, Manus, 1994. Contact Marlborough Gallery
Scott Burton, Two-Part Chairs, Right Angle Version (a Pair), 1983. Contact ARS
Nancy Holt, Stone Enclosure; Rock Rings, 1977-1978. Contact VAGA
Donald Judd, Untitled, 1982. Contact VAGA
Robert Morris, Untitled (Steam Work for Bellingham, 1971. Contact ARS
Bruce Nauman, Stadium Piece, 1998-1999. Contact ARS

* ARS: Artists Rights Society, www.ARSNY.com